What We Will Be Learning For The Week of Oct 26-29
Math

Language

In math lessons at the start of the week the students will learn
and practice a mental math strategy they can apply to their
mental subtraction skills. Afterward they will spend time
practicing their mental math skills while completing IXL
activities, playing a collaborative math game, and while
engaging in the interactive math prodigy online game.

In language lessons this week the students will learn how to
find the main idea and supporting details within a piece of non
fiction text. The students will also be completing their October
reading assessment on Raz-kids.com, and listen and respond
to our ongoing class novel.

Unit of
Inquiry

This week our students will be sharing the meals and snacks
that they create for their ‘day of healthy eating’ activity.
Students will share some of the food they chose and created
on a group padlet, and discuss their experience of planning
and eating their healthy meals. Later in the week students will
also learn about the concept of cause and effect, and look at
how it applies to the choices we make for our well being.

Reading

This week students will continue to be encouraged to read
non-fiction texts for their independent reading. We will
continue to use the Non-Fiction Choice Board, with new
options being added this week for students to share what
they’ve read and learned.

Music:
Learning Outcome: Students will understand that symbols can be used to represent
sounds and that there is an internationally recognised system for doing this. Students
will create and communicate rhythms using standard notation.
Resources Needed: Devise, internet connection, white board, marker, pencils and
paper
Art:
Learning Outcome: Students will inquire into the elements of art (texture, shape,
color, form)
Resources Needed: Sketchbook, collected papers (colored paper, magazine, gift
wrap, etc), scissors, glue, coloring materials, recycled objects such as bottle caps,
straws, plastic cutlery
PE:
Learning Outcome:The students will identify with basic movements and techniques
required for running and jumping events in Athletics.
Resources Needed: 1 small ball,1 large ball, 1 water bottle
Thai
Learning Outcome:
-Students will write a learning reflection with two stars and a wish format to reflect on
learning.
-Students will learn Thai vowels: สระออ มีตัวสะกด/ ไมมีตัวสะกด
-Students will read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
Resources Needed:Line Paper, Pencil, Eraser, Marker
TAL:
Thai Learning Outcome: Students are able to recognise the learned vocabulary of
numbers,colours, days,months, body parts and able to make simple short
communication.
Resources Needed: mini whiteboard, marker, Thai package.

